Dear Sports Friends,

Up-to-date news on the CSIT - International Workers and Amateurs in Sports Confederation

Riga is Ready - Greeting words from Latvia

Less than one week to go until the opening ceremony for the 5th CSIT World Sports Games from 13th to 18th June in Riga, the pulsing capital city of Latvia. Everything is ready for the big CSIT family. Riga Vice Major Andris Ameriks is looking forward to welcoming the big CSIT sports family with almost 4000 participants from all over the world. Find his personal greeting words on csit.tv.


WSG Sports Programme

For all interested people, here you can find the official sports programme:

- Official CSIT Championships!

- Sport for All & Activities for Elderly People!

- Other Championships!
**Mamanet - Guinness World Record - June 16**

The new and pulsing sport Mamanet will soon be facing a historic moment: Mamanet is gaining for the Guinness Book of World Records during the CSIT World Sports Games 2017 in Riga. Save the date: June 16th, 2017 at 19.00. Everything will happen in Lucavala - a green area near river Daugava, a beloved resting place for citizens in the summer, located in walking distance from the city center. 50 courts, 100 teams and lots of fun. The number of the 100 teams is a special dedication to Latvia’s Centenary, which will be celebrated with more than 800 events all over the country.

Register here!


---

**Mexican Delegation - Flag Bearer Ceremony**

About 4000 participants are travelling to Riga within the next days for the WSG 2017. Like for all the others too, it is a long tradition for the Mexican CSIT member-organisation INDET to attend the CSIT World Sports Games. May 25th INDET had its very important Flag Bearer Ceremony for the big delegation attending the 5th World Sports Games in Riga, Latvia, this June. Many of the participating athletes came to Mexico City in order to be present at this important ceremony. Top officials from the Work Congress and Governmental Offices like Work and Sport Ministries were leading the ceremony. Like usual in this kind of ceremonies, Top Speakers gave emotional and supportive speeches with important messages to all sport men and women representing Mexico labour force in Riga.


---

**Detailed Program for Riga**

The 5th CSIT World Sports Games in Riga will be opened officially on June 13th at 8 p.m. with a big ceremony with many national and international guests in the "Skonto Stadium" of Riga. All participating organisations and starters will enter the stadium in a big parade just like at the Olympic Games. The parade in Riga will start at 6.30 p.m. from the Riga Esplanade leading to the Skonto-Stadium. All venues are ready too, what means, Riga is ready for the CSIT WSG 2017 and the big CSIT movement. Find detailed information on the [CSIT Website](http://www.csit.tv/en/)

Information about Tourism and Sightseeing activities in Riga region!
Medical Certificate & Insurance

CSIT recommends all participants to have available a medical certificate or a license that health and fitness condition are in order for the World Sports Games in Riga. Additionally we want to remind that acc. to our regulations all participating unions have to make sure that their participants have got individual health and accident insurances as well as repatriation assistance contracts. That applies also to every single registered participant.

WSG APP

All information for the 5th CSIT World Sports Games in Riga will be available on the new CSIT WSG2017-APP, which is ready for download in the Apple Store (WSG 2017), Play Store (WSG SportCARE) and Windows (WSG 2017). Please get in contact with your member organisation for login! All other registered people from Riga can follow the WSG 2017 as well, even fans, which are not present in Riga: Information via WSG 2017 IT - helpdesk E-Mail: helpdesk.wsg@nesea.it
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